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How do you make a word sound?  
 
The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) (image 1) should not be confused with the NATO 
Phonetic Alphabet (image 2). 
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A sound made-word is onomatopoeia, a word approximating the sound it represents. What is the 
autological (a word that defines itself) opposite? Phonosemantics, or sound symbolism, deals with the 
resemblance of a sound to its meaning. The bouba/kiki effect is a popular example of the non-
arbitrary mapping we do between shapes and speech sounds (image 3). Bouba, mapped by most as a 
round, undulated shape, much in the way we round our mouths to express IPA Number 308, also 
known as the close back rounded vowel, also known as u. Kiki, often mapped as a spiked and sharply 
angled shape, much in the way we sharply obstruct our breath in the expression of IPA Number 109 

variety kʰ, also known as the aspirated k. 
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But does this tendency belie objectivity? In phonics, the relationships between sounds (phonemes), 
and letters and letter groupings (graphemes), are objective, if convoluted and difficult to learn.  
 
 
Monster Test YOU CAN ANALYZE DEVELOPMENTAL SPELLING . . . And Here’s How To Do 
It! Early Years K-8 by Dr. J. Richard Gentry, from 1985 is a spelling test used to analyze children’s 
progress in literacy (images 4 and 5). The results of the test track a child in developmental positions 
numbered 1 through 5, from nearly no phonic comprehension and incorrect spelling to complete 
phonic comprehension and correct spelling. The ten word spelling test is named for the first word in 
the Spelling Word List (“1. monster”). Each word in the list is accompanied by a descriptive sentence 
using the listed word: (“The boy was eaten by a MONSTER.”). 
 
 
Follow these directions: Call out each word in the spelling list, give the sentence provided, and call 
out the word again. What you want your students to do is invent the spelling or use their best guess at 
what the spelling might be. Explain that the activity will not be graded as right or wrong, but that it 
will be used to see how the student thinks certain difficult words should be spelled. Be encouraging 
and make the activity challenging and fun.  

 
 

SPELLING WORD LIST 
 
 

1. monster  The boy was eaten by a MONSTER. 

 
2. united   You live in the UNITED States. 

 
3. dress   The girl wore a new DRESS. 
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4. bottom   A big fish lives at the BOTTOM of the lake.  

 
5. hiked   We HIKED to the top of the mountain.  

 
6. human   Miss Piggy is not a HUMAN. 

 
7. eagle   An EAGLE is a powerful bird.  

 
8. closed   The little girl CLOSED the door.  

 
9. bumped  The car BUMPED into the bus.  

 
10. type   TYPE the letter on the typewriter. 

 
 
 
The Monster Test Spelling Word List reads like poetry, which is not relevant in any way to the test’s 
ability to determine developmental spelling, but it is interesting. Often that latter quality belies any 
objectivity.   
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Image 1.) The chart of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) as of 2020, with the phonetic symbols 
rendered in the TeX TIPA Roman font, as selected by the Alphabet, Charts and Fonts committee of the 
International Phonetic Association., 2020 
 
Image 2.) 1/The FAA Phonetic and Morse Code Chart. Made in INKSCAPE by Jaime AA. Sanchez. Edited to 
correct the letter H by Richard G. Clegg., 2006 
 
Image 3.) A version of the bouba/kiki effect image I made in Adobe Illustrator, 2021 
 
Images 4-6.) Pages 3-5 of the Monster Test YOU CAN ANALYZE DEVELOPMENTAL SPELLING . . . 
And Here’s How To Do It! Early Years K-8 by Dr. J. Richard Gentry., 1985 

 


